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Sleep
2

What were your own observations
during the week on how sleep

feels like



“The state of [deep] sleep is 
timeless, acausal and 
without differentiation 
between subject and object.
We describe it as a loss of 
consciousness, but maybe 
only because we have no 
adequate term for it.”
Alexander Borbély
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Potential functions of sleep
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protection energy recovery memory



Borbély‘s Two Process Model
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Fig: de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zwei-Prozess-Modell_der_Schlafregulation, Inventor: Alexander Borbély
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EEG
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sleepreviewmag.com/practice-management/human-resources/staffing/add-neurodiagnostics-sleep-center/



EEG
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Mark Parisi twitter account



EEG
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Adapted from: cdn.britannica.com/77/144177-050-6E9FD92C/example-electroencephalogram-wakefulness-brain-waves-sleep.jpg
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EEG Sleep Staging
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Sleep Onset

Wake
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Sleep



Sleep Onset
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Sleep Onset: Frequency Domain
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Gif: 3Blue1Brown youtube channel



Sleep Onset
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Achermann et al. (2019) Oscillatory patterns in the electroencephalogram at sleep onset
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Global Metabolism
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Demertzi et al. 2009 Coma, Persistent Vegetative States, and Diminished



Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
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Figure: Ridding et al. (2007) Is there a future for therapeutic use of transcranial magnetic stimulation?
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Wake: Global Communication
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Figure: Massimini et al. (2005) Breakdown of cortical effective connectivity during sleep



Sleep: Local Communication
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Figure: Massimini et al. (2005) Breakdown of cortical effective connectivity during sleep



Sleep: Local Communication
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Figure: Massimini et al. (2005) Breakdown of cortical effective connectivity during sleep



Sleep Experiences
21

How much do you remember
of your sleep experiences

How are they characterized



Sleep Experiences
22

Table adapted from: Siclari et al. 2012 Conscious experience in sleep and wakefulness

State Experience Frequency
(upon questioning)

Content

Wake
Daydreaming
(mind-wandering)

80% Thoughts, dreamlike ~25%.

REM Dreaming 71–93% Vivid, hallucinatory

NREM Dreaming 23–75%
Early NREM: thought-like and conceptual

Late NREM: vivid and hallucinatory

Sleep onset Hypnagogia 80–90%
Short static images, sequences of

disconnected frames or falling

Sleep offset Hypnopompia 13%
Floating sensations, out-of-body, 

distorted objects or sensed presence



Sleep Experiences: Increase over Time?
24

Nielsen (2000) A review of mentation in REM and NREM sleep: “Covert” REM sleep as a possible reconciliation of two opposing models
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REM Dreams

based on 4000 (lab and home) dream reports
25

From: Fox et al. (2013) Dreaming as mind wandering: evidence from functional neuroimaging and first-person content reports & Schredl (2010)

Modality Frequency (% of reports)

Visual 100

Auditory 57

Vestibular 8

Tactile 1

Gustatory 1

Olfactory 1

Pain 1



Negative Definition of Consciousness

Everybody knows what consciousness is:
it is what vanishes every night when we
fall into a dreamless sleep and reappears
when we wake up or when we dream.
Giulio Tononi
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Negative Definition of Consciousness

Everybody knows what consciousness is:
it is what vanishes every night when we
fall into a dreamless sleep and reappears
when we wake up or when we dream.
Giulio Tononi

Problematic! Circular: pre-supposes no 
consciousness in dreamless sleep.
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Positive Definition of Consciousness

consciousness is felt experience

no assumption about which qualia

28



Neural Correlates of Consciousness (NCCs)
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NCCs crucially depend on the following
abilities to:

a) memorize
b) report to oneself or others
c) discriminate
d) reflect



Neural Correlates of Consciousness (NCCs)
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In sleep all of the functions are impaired or
diminished to a significant degree:

a) memory is fleeting
b) reports mostly retrospective
c) immersion, outside-inside altered
d) cognition modified

Bernardo Kastrup: Neural Correlates of Meta-Consciousness?



Dream Recall Assumptions

1. experiential assumption

sleep experiences are phenomenal states

2. transparency assumption

experiential reports are (under ideal conditions) 
trustworthy evidence

3.   reportability assumption

can (under ideal conditions) be reported

32

WIndt J 2013 Reporting dream experience: Why (not) to be skeptical about dream reports Front. Hum. Neurosci.



Problems with Provoked Awakenings
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1. Dream content produced in sleep or during awakening process? 
Forgetting dream experiences?

compare neural activation in wake with similar content
some hints that memory formation is similar across different states of consciousness

2. Serial awakening paradigms might change dreaming processes.
nights with frequent and less frequent awakenings have not 
significatntly different dream recall

3.   Effect of different awakeing methods (e.g. alarm vs gentle)
try different methods

4. Experiences without much content?
some ideas later



Potential Solutions

Which methods do you 
propose for studying 

experiences inside sleep

34

?



Gaining Meta-Consciousness?

often when one is asleep, 
there is something in 
consciousness which 

declares that what then 
presents itself is but a 

dream
Aristotle
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[…] pure consciousness is 
indivisible; it is without 
parts. It has no form and 
shape, no 'within' and 
'without'. There is no 
'right' or 'left' for it. Pure 
consciousness, which is 
the Heart, includes all, 
and nothing is outside or 
apart from it. 
Ramana Maharshi

Pure Consciousness

balancedachievement.com
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[…] pure consciousness is 
indivisible; it is without 
parts. It has no form and 
shape, no 'within' and 
'without'. There is no 
'right' or 'left' for it. Pure 
consciousness, which is 
the Heart, includes all, 
and nothing is outside or 
apart from it. 
Ramana Maharshi

Pure Consciousness
no distinction

balancedachievement.com
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[…] pure consciousness is 
indivisible; it is without 
parts. It has no form and 
shape, no 'within' and 
'without'. There is no 
'right' or 'left' for it. Pure 
consciousness, which is 
the Heart, includes all, 
and nothing is outside or 
apart from it. 
Ramana Maharshi

Pure Consciousness
no content

balancedachievement.com
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[…] pure consciousness is 
indivisible; it is without 
parts. It has no form and 
shape, no 'within' and 
'without'. There is no 
'right' or 'left' for it. Pure 
consciousness, which is 
the Heart, includes all, 
and nothing is outside or 
apart from it. 
Ramana Maharshi

Pure Consciousness
no border

balancedachievement.com



Deep sleep = Qualia peacefulness?
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Freepik.com



Deep sleep = Qualia relaxation?
42

Freepik.com



Animation: Matthew DiVito

“What it feels like to be”
Michel Bitbol “You are the 

changeless 
background, 

against which 
changes are 
perceived.”

Nisargadatta Maharaj

Deep sleep = Qualia nothingness?



Dreamless sleep

Has deep dreamless sleep 
qualia

44

?



Classical Indian Debate

„It was a peacefull sleep without any content“
45

Naiyāyikas

inferential cognition

Consciousness is an 
object dependent state

Advaita Vedanta

memory of actual state

Consciousness is not 
necessarily dependent
on there being objects

In depth discussion: Thompson (2014) Dreamless Sleep, the Embodied Mind, and Consciousness 



Lucid dreaming
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Figure: Braid et al. (2019) The cognitive neuroscience of lucid dreaming, first shown by Steven LaBerge

Controlling eye-moveents



Lucid dreaming
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Mallett (2020) A pilot investigation into brain-computer interface use during a lucid dream IJODR

Mental block-pushing task with Emotiv BCI



Lucid dreaming

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation
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Dresler et al. (2012) Neural Correlates of Dream Lucidity Obtained from Contrasting Lucid versus Non-Lucid REM Sleep: A Combined EEG/fMRI Case Study Sleep



Lucid dreaming in Meditators
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Stumbrys and Erlacher (2016) Mindfulness and Lucid Dream Frequency Predicts the Ability to Control Lucid Dreams

Freiburg 
Mindfulness

Inventory
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Yoga Nidra
Dream Yoga

Image: Book Dream Yoga – Namkhai Norbu



Thank you!
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wikipedia.org/: Henri Rousseau


